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Chairman’s Report
It is now fifteen years since we started our programme in earnest with the Moray Gig on Findhorn Bay, and it is already
over three years since we ‘sallied forth’ down the Thames for HM The Queen’s Jubilee Pageant (by the way, I remain
of the opinion that we were the smartest turned-out boat and crew on the Thames that day). Bien Trouvé has been
regularly maintained by our volunteers every year, and thanks to them it is only now that we have returned her to her
builder, Martin Cruden, for some slightly more substantial repair work. For a fifteen year old wooden training vessel, she
is doing well.
Our regular Able-Crew training programme for Forres Academy each Autumn continues to be popular and a success.
This programme introduces young people to the opportunity of joining the Great Britain crew for the biennial
International Competition of Seamanship in Bantry Bay Gigs. We have 9 from Moray in the twenty-strong GB team
competing in Denmark next July. Part of their ‘Challenge’ in representing GB is to raise funds to take the GB Gig,
Intégrité, and themselves overseas. It was good news that they received substantial support from the Berry Burn
Community Fund to assist in meeting their individual targets.
People living in or near Findhorn will have seen Bien Trouvé excessively busy from dawn to dusk during the week
of 25 July to 2 August. The full Atlantic Challenge GB team was using her for a training week in preparation for the
contest in Denmark next year. The AC GB gig Intégrité was undergoing major repair work in Lyme Regis, so Bien Trouvé
was used in her place. It was good to be able to introduce those team members from south of the border to the delights
of Moray. Several of them were from the south west and were already competent rowers of Cornish Gigs. The change
of venue for the training week happened at short-notice and we received good support from the committee. Thanks also
to the Findhorn Village Centre and the Royal Findhorn Yacht Club for being so accommodating. There have been other
Moray Gig outings, such as Elgin Youth Café and family groups, but space precludes me writing more.
What of the future? We have just started building a St. Ayle’s Skiff to enable us to operate for a longer season on the
water, to participate in the Scottish Coastal Rowing Community Regattas and to develop responsibility, fitness and
seamanship for all in a less complicated craft. It is being built on the premises of KDI at Troves Farm, by kind permission
of the proprietors. Bien Trouvé’s programme continues and we remain committed to providing a ‘facility for all’ and
linking into other Third Sector Organisations. Another busy year is ahead of us.
Best Wishes for the Season and thank you for your continued support.
Gary Hunt

The AC GB Training Week
The AC GB crew was trained by Gavin Sim and Ben Heaney, both of whom had prepared the crew for the contest in
Brittany last year. They produced an excellent daily schedule that usually started before breakfast and sometimes
finished late in the evening. Their up-dated AC UK Training Manual was a useful reference book to work from. At the
end of the week, Gavin was able to report:
‘The crew are very competent and confident at sailing and rowing the boat. Tacks and wares were carried out smoothly,
consistently and safely, as were oar to sails transitions..... Off the water domestic arrangements worked very well and the food
was excellent’.

Boys were accommodated in the Royal Findhorn Yacht Club and girls in the Findhorn Village Centre. The FVC was
used for cooking and feeding. Jane Kerr, Mary Byatt and Tony Golden were in charge of domestic arrangements and
Ann Rossiter provided the well-fed crew with delicious puddings each evening. In the middle of the week there was a
display of seamanship skills for a party of invited guests, organised by parents of local crew. Catherine Ellis ran a quiz
night in the RFYC to raise funds, and Gavin and Ben held a knot competition on the last night for the David Byatt
Ropework Trophy. It was won by Rheuben Thompson, a young man from Cornwall.
Mary Byatt
Administration of Moray Gig outings is carried out at the Elgin Youth Cafe. Tel: 01343 548500 E-mail: gig@elginyouthcafe.org
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Eight of the nine young people from Moray that took part in the AC GB crew training

